Cisco Certifications Power the Teams of the Future
Be job ready today, tomorrow and beyond with Cisco Certifications. Fuel your career with the new learning portfolio that unlocks possibilities for both network engineers and software developers. You control where to start and how you learn.

Entry
Starting point for individuals interested in starting a career as a networking professional.
Cisco Certification Technician (CCT)
Cisco Certified Technician (CCT)
- CCNA
  Required Exams: 200-301 CCNA
- Cisco Certified DevNet Associate
  Required Exam: 200-951 DEVA
- Cisco Certified CyberOps Associate
  Required Exam: 200-201 CBROPS

Associate
Master the essentials needed to launch a rewarding career and expand your job possibilities with the latest technologies.
- CCNA
  Required Exams: 200-301 CCNA
- Cisco Certified DevNet Associate
  Required Exam: 200-951 DEVA
- Cisco Certified CyberOps Associate
  Required Exam: 200-201 CBROPS

Professional
Select a core technology track and a focused concentration exam to customize your professional-level certification.
- CCNP Enterprise
  Required Exams:
  - Core exam: 350-901 DEVCOR
  - Concentration exam (choose one):
    - 300-410 ENWAR
    - 300-415 ENSWR, 300-410 PROU, 300-425 ENWLD, 300-430 ENSIL, 300-435 ENAUTO
- CCNP Collaboration
  Required Exams:
  - Core exam: 350-801 CLCOR
  - Concentration exam (choose one):
    - 300-810 CLCIA, 300-815 CLACOM, 300-820 CLDIE, 300-825 CLAUTO
- CCNP Data Center
  Required Exams:
  - Core exam: 350-601 DCDCOR
  - Concentration exam (choose one):
    - 300-610 DCIE, 300-615 DCENI, 300-620 DCACI, 300-625 DCOSAN, 300-635 DCAUTO
- CCNP Security
  Required Exams:
  - Core exam: 350-701 SDCOR
  - Concentration exam (choose one):
    - 300-710 SNCI, 300-715 SESE, 300-720 SESA, 300-725 SWSA, 300-730 SVPN, 300-735 SAUTO
- CCNP Service Provider
  Required Exams:
  - Core exam: 350-501 SPDCOR
  - Concentration exam (choose one):
    - 300-510 SRP, 300-515 SPPI, 300-535 SPAUTO
- Cisco Certified CyberOps Professional
  Required Exam:
  - Core exam: 350-201 CBROPS
  - Concentration exam: 300-215 CBROPS

Expert
This certification is accepted worldwide as the most prestigious certification in the technology industry.
- CCDE
  Required Exams:
  - 350-001 CCDE Written Exam, CCDE Practical Exam
- CCIE Infrastructure
  Required Exams:
  - ENCOR 350-601, CCIE Routing and Switching lab, CCIE Infrastructure v1.0 lab
- CCIE Enterprise Wireless
  Required Exams:
  - ENCOR 350-601, CCIE Wireless v3.1 lab, CCIE Enterprise Wireless v5.0 lab
- CCIE Collaboration
  Required Exams:
  - CCOUR 350-601, CCIE Collaboration v2.0 lab, CCIE Collaboration v3.0 lab
- CCIE Data Center
  Required Exams:
  - DCDCOR 350-601, CCIE Data Center v2.0 lab, CCIE Data Center v3.0 lab
- CCIE Security
  Required Exams:
  - SDECR 350-701, CCIE Security v5.0 lab, CCIE Security v6.0 lab
- CCIE Service Provider
  Required Exams:
  - SPDCOR 350-501, CCIE Service Provider v6.0 lab, CCIE Service Provider v7.0 lab

Architect
The highest level of accreditation achievable and recognizes the architectural expertise of network designers.
- CCAr
  Required Exam: CCAr Board Exam

Make the Next Move
Our updated training and certification program offers a direct route to your technology career aspirations. To learn more about Cisco Certifications training and exam requirements, visit www.cisco.com/go/nextlevel.

No prerequisites, start where you want
Every professional-level exam now earns a Specialist certification

Continuing education options for all levels: www.cisco.com/go/continuingeducation

Online testing available: www.cisco.com/go/onlinetesting